You can't kill Diddly Squat with AA Batteries
In 2010, we went to Microbiology Research Labs in Acton Massachusetts to test our
Version 2.0 wand against one of the UVC wands you could buy in airline magazines and
big box stores.
Any wands now being sold online or in stores using UVC 254nm bulbs reduce the concentration by
want the lab labeled as "Scientifically insignificant". In other words are useless. A waste of your
money.

Only 222nm Excimer Wave Sterilray branded Sterilray Disinfection
Wands destroy pathogens in seconds.
Thie lab test was done on spores. Spores have hard outer shells like walnuts.
In previous lab tests we determined that 100 mj/cm2 (total dose) would destroy these
spores.Thus we set up a IL 1700 radiometer to measure the same dose for each device.
Coronavirus has a soft protein outer surface. Much less dose is required to destroy.
We have destroyed three similar viruses with less than 20 mj/cm2.
Therefore, It will take 1.4 seconds to achieve that dose with our version 3 wand.
Waving over a surface for 2-3 seconds should destroy the current coronavirus.
Far-UV Sterilray Wand took 7 seconds to achieve over 100 mj/cm2
This equates to 1.4 seconds for coronavirus.
The UVC wand took 196 seconds-over THREE minutes to reach 100 mj/cm2
Please note the UVC (254nm) wand instructions say:
“99% ... when it is held 3" above the contaminated surface for 20 seconds”
Also note that it says:
“it has a 6" long bulb, ensuring a wide coverage area”
Instruction say to hold the UVC (254nm) less than 2” from surface for 10 seconds.
They say it does work to alter the DNA after 10 second per 2”x 6” area!
Although we proved that it would not get even close to the 99% they claim, who is really
going to hold it over each 4x6 area for 10 seconds?
Let’s do some math:
At 20 seconds per 6”x2” area (6 inch lamp that is only about 2 inches wide)....or in 60
seconds you could do three times that or an 18 x 6 inch area
Equal to about ONE side of a family size cereal box.
Frankly, We feel people are wasting their money.
Several reviews of their product agree with this statement.

